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Simulations:   why ? 
• Understanding (prerequisite to optimization)
• Models available
• (Some) material data available
• Investment ratio: experiments/computers: factor 100










Simulations:   how ?  (global conditions) 
some steps are not well defined
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Simulations:   how ?  (local conditions) 




Simulations:   how ?  (inheritance)




















































































Simulations:   how ?   (summary) 
• Continuum scale
• Large data sets
• Complex boundary conditions
• Integrated modeling (microstructure inheritance)




Outline , MPG edoc report
• Simulations:   why ?  how?







o    Monte Carlo (probabilistic), local 
thermodynamics, 
kinetics of transients
+    simple codes (available),  flexible,
data input simple









o    deterministic, synchronous update
+    simple codes (available), flexible,





o    deterministic, synchronous update
+    dynamics of small angle boundaries 
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Example #1:  FEM + CA
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Example #2:  EBSD + Potts  - start data
experimental map (after RX)
experimental

































Example #2:  EBSD + Potts  - basics
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Sharp Σ9 mobility 



























05: mobility peak at 27¡<110>, only
06: mobility and energy anisotropy
07: mobility peak at Σ9 and energy anisotropy
Example #2:  EBSD + Potts  - results texture
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• Simulations:   why ?  how?





Conclusions, MPG edoc report
Simulation methods (general thoughts)
- Potts / CA:  robust, flexible, 3D, codes available
- Vertex:  pure front tracking, difficult for 3D
- phase field: 2nd phase, impurities, 3D
Examples
- Potts:  Goss growths for mobility+energy effect
what about particles ?
not abnormal 
- CA+FEM:  example for integrated modeling
